
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

What we learned: While we started our search process sooner than in 2022 as we planned, we 
still need to kick off our intern search sooner for our 2024 class. Pairing down our orientation 
process to something more suitable for a summer internship was successful, but we can 
improve on that with the next class of interns.

What we did: We started our search process this year creating interview matrixes for the two 
candidates we were seeking to hire.  For each intern job function, we drafted a set number of 
questions we wanted the managers to ask to ensure each candidate had the opportunity to answer 
the same questions, providing the best opportunity for equity across all interviews.  In addition, 
members of our DEI Committee did the initial interview screenings with the candidates.

 We also altered our full orientation process used for full-time hires, to a summer intern-sized 
program. This process ended with exit interviews to provide feedback to our HR team in hopes of 
helping us continue to grow and improve our program. Throughout the summer, we hosted social 
events to allow our team to spend time with our interns outside of projects and calls. 

MENTORSHIP PROGRAM

2023 DEI Committee Progress

What we learned: To implement the type of mentorship program we envision for our 
organization may be a few steps ahead of where our team is in the readiness for a program, time 
to dedicate to the program, and the foundation to build the program on. We are looking toward 
2024 to continue this goal by identifying what mentorship looks like for our organization as we 
are right now and building something from that. From there, we can expand as we grow.

What we did: We know there is a desire among our team to have a formal mentorship program. Our 
committee spent time this year discussing and researching what this program could look like for 
Multnomah Group. Also, we surveyed our employees to see the level of interest for those who may 
feel they would want to be mentors and/or mentees.  



DEI MONTHY NEWSLETTER

What we did: We started with the idea for a newsletter where we could highlight DEI events and 
professional development opportunities for our team. We also wanted to include more information 
on monthly cultural or DEI-focused holidays with the team. From there, we continued to expand on 
what we could include in the newsletter that not only spotlight speci�c DEI items, but also focuses on 
highlighting aspects of our team.

Now, in addition to initial plan for the newsletter, we include a team member spotlight each month 
with a short interview asking questions to help better learn about them and families/interests/pets, 
etc. It also includes birthday highlights, monthly work anniversaries, a focus on a client we work with, 
plus any new or fun things we have had going on recently. For example, we include photos from team 
building events or volunteer opportunities. 

CULTURE CURATORS

What we learned: The desire for connection among our team members is very clear and creating 
time and space for these shorter social touch points during the workday are proving to be 
appreciated and successful. 

What we did: We implemented two new social activities this year. The �rst is focused on highlighting 
speci�c cultural holidays (Asian American and Paci�c Islander Heritage Month, for example) and 
choosing a local restaurant owned by a person of that nationality and hosting a lunch and learn at the 
Portland of�ce. Team members who can attend have a chance to try food from this culture and also 
watch a short educational video about the holiday. 

The second is what we are calling MG Meet Ups. Each month, the DEI committee provides lunch for 
four team members, to be shared virtually, so that more opportunities to connect with our full team 
across the country can be made possible.

What we learned: Our team is stretched from Portland to New York, with people working fully-
remote to a hybrid in-of�ce schedule. And there is a desire to build a connection with our 
colleagues.  Something as simple and knowing a colleague has a birthday coming up or seeing 
photos from a recent event can help bring connection to the team. Those touches, paired with the 
foundation of the DEI newsletter, have created a valuable tool we share each month.


